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A Portrait of ‘the poet’:  
A Study of Víctor Erice’s Critical Activities in Nuestro cine
Takashi MIYAKE
Abstract
Before his debut film Los desafíos (1969), Spanish movie director Víctor Erice had 
done energetic critical activities in a Spanish movie magazine, Nuestro cine. He started 
his criticism under the influence of György Lukács’s realist aesthetics that also influenced 
on the course of Nuestro cine, but Erice created and developed his quite original concept 
of ‘Realism’. Erice brushed up this concept by ‘A poet’s keyword’. It was just like a process 
as if he got through with A portrait of the poet, and finally he created the genuine thought 
of ‘Realism of Cinema’. This thought amazingly sympathizes with a thought about the 
power of going back to reality by cinema in Gilles Deleuze’s Cinéma. Furthermore, Erice 
thought an ethical problem by this power of cinema. It is a thought about an opportunity 
that human and life meets, which is especially brought by cinema with its resistance to 
History. Behind this thought, we must not miss an existence of the war. After El espíritu 
de la colmena (1973), Spanish Civil War was one of Erice’s lifelong themes. Do some of 
his films attempt to save lives that were mercilessly trampled by the war? Rather than 
that, is each of his films always one endeavor to save lives like this? A study of his critical 
activities in Nuestro cine would open this point of view about his films.













The Ontology of the Body on the Screen in John Cassavetes’s 
Opening Night: Based on the Themes of Aging, Touch and Falling
Yuma HAYAKAWA
Abstract
John Cassavetes’s film Opening Night (1977) presents a problem of acting on the 
screen. The unique point of this movie is that the main character Myrtle Gordon, played 
by Gena Rowlands, faces this problem, in playing her role, Virginia. Why does she face 
difficulties?
The aim of this paper is to clarify these difficulties by following the themes of aging, 
touch, and falling that appear on the screen. Further, through the existence of the girl, 
Nancy, this paper approaches the universal problem presented in the film—namely, 
what does it mean to exist, not in the real world, not on the stage, but on the screen?
Nancy is not reduced to the representation of youth. Nancy, the existence on the 
screen, places before Myrtle the problem of acting through a prohibition of touch and the 
gesture of falling. Myrtle is caught in a dilemma between, on the one hand, her existence 
as a character in the story, and on the other, as a presence on the screen. Myrtle takes 
over those themes and solves the dilemma by answering the question of how it is possible 
to touch, and how to fall and get up. This paper clarifies the above through screen analysis 
of the girl’s car accident, the four scenes where Nancy appears, and other scenes.
Keywords: aging, touch, falling
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